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ABSTRACT
We use the photon flux and absorption tracer algorithm presented in Katz et al. 2018, to char-
acterise the contribution of haloes of different mass and stars of different age and metallicity
to the reionization of the Universe. We employ a suite of cosmological multifrequency radi-
ation hydrodynamics AMR simulations that are carefully calibrated to reproduce a realistic
reionization history and galaxy properties at z > 6. In our simulations, haloes with mass
109Mh−1 < M < 1010Mh−1, stars with metallicity 10−3Z < Z < 10−1.5Z, and stars
with age 3 Myr < t < 10 Myr dominate reionization by both mass and volume. We show that
the sources that reionize most of the volume of the Universe by z = 6 are not necessarily the
same sources that dominate the meta-galactic UV background at the same redshift. We further
show that in our simulations, the contribution of each type of source to reionization is not
uniform across different gas phases. The IGM, CGM, filaments, ISM, and rarefied supernova
heated gas have all been photoionized by different classes of sources. Collisional ionisation
contributes at both the lowest and highest densities. In the early stages of the formation of
individual HII bubbles, reionization proceeds with the formation of concentric shells of gas
ionised by different classes of sources, leading to large temperature variations as a function
of galacto-centric radius. The temperature structure of individual HII bubbles may thus give
insight into the star formation history of the galaxies acting as the first ionising sources.
Our explorative simulations highlight how the complex nature of reionization can be better
understood by using our photon tracer algorithm.
Key words: (cosmology:) dark ages, reionization, first stars; radiative transfer
1 INTRODUCTION
Identifying and categorising the sources that reionized the Universe
remains one of the primary goals of high-redshift extragalactic as-
trophysics. The launch of JWST in 2019 will surely reduce some
of the uncertainty surrounding this question (e.g., Windhorst et al.
2006); however, currently, no fewer than eight classes of sources
have been proposed as contributors to reionization. These include
dwarf galaxies (Couchman&Rees 1986),massive galaxies (Sharma
et al. 2016), active galactic nuclei (Madau & Haardt 2015; Haiman
& Loeb 1998; Madau et al. 1999), accretion shocks (Dopita et al.
2011), globular clusters (Ricotti 2002; Katz & Ricotti 2013, 2014),
stellar mass black holes (Madau et al. 2004; Ricotti & Ostriker
2004; Mirabel et al. 2011), and dark matter annihilation and decay
(Mapelli et al. 2006).
? Contact e-mail: harley.katz@physics.ox.ac.uk
The timescale and physics of reionization is strongly dependent
on the sources that ionise the Universe. In a galaxy dominated
reionization scenario, the first ionising photons are emitted from the
highest density regions of theUniverse.Galaxy formation is strongly
clustered and thus the highest sigma peaks in the matter distribution
may be ionised before the lowest density IGM leading to an inside-
out reionization scenario (e.g., Furlanetto et al. 2004; Iliev et al.
2006; Lee et al. 2008; Friedrich et al. 2011). The highest density
regions of the Universe however have the shortest recombination
rates. Thus if the early emitted ionising photons can penetrate out to
the lowest density regions of the IGM, the lowest density gas may
indeed remain ionised while the highest density regions return to
a neutral state (e.g., Miralda-Escudé et al. 2000; Choudhury et al.
2009). The presence of filaments complicates this picture since they
have amuch higher recombination rate compared to the surrounding
IGM and thus it has been postulated that these are the last regions
of the Universe to reionize (e.g., Gnedin 2000a; Finlator et al. 2009;
Katz et al. 2017). Because the different types of sources control the
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topology of reionization and the sizes of HII bubbles, the shape and
amplitude of the 21cm signal is strongly affected (e.g., Zaldarriaga
et al. 2004;McQuinn et al. 2007;Kulkarni et al. 2017). Furthermore,
the amount of heating in the IGM is dependent on the spectral energy
distribution (SED) of the source and this will also impact the 21cm
signal (e.g., Madau et al. 1997).
In the context of galaxy formation, photoheating due to reion-
ization can have a strong effect in suppressing the formation of dwarf
galaxies (e.g., Gnedin 2000b; Okamoto et al. 2008; Gnedin 2014;
Xu et al. 2016a; Dawoodbhoy et al. 2018). The exact mass scale
where this occurs is debated; however, recent high-resolution simu-
lations demonstrate that most systems with virial mass at or below
the atomic cooling threshold suffer some degree of inflow sup-
pression and can also be photoevaporated by the UV background.
Because reionization is inhomogeneous, the properties of dwarf
galaxies may change depending on environment and the topology
of reionization (Aubert et al. 2018; Dawoodbhoy et al. 2018).
When attempting to calculate the contribution of different
classes of sources to reionization, it is commonplace to measure
the escape fraction of photons at the virial radius of a galaxy (e.g.,
Kimm et al. 2017; Trebitsch et al. 2017; Rosdahl et al. 2018). Using
a simple 1D equation (e.g. Robertson et al. 2015) that combines the
escape fraction with a stellar IMF and a star formation rate con-
strained from observations, the contribution of various sources to
reionization can be estimated. However, measuring only the escape
fraction does not take into account the environmental dependence of
the number of photons that reach the low density IGM. To address
this, Katz et al. (2018) developed a photon tracer and absorption
algorithm to directly measure the contribution of any arbitrary class
of sources to the meta-galactic UV background and the reionization
of gas, both spatially and temporally, as a function of redshift. In
that work, both the reionization history and galaxy properties were
carefully calibrated and the contribution of different mass haloes,
different metallicity stars, and different age stars to the HI photoion-
isation rate was calculated as a function of redshift.
In this work, we use our photon tracer and absorption algorithm
to measure the contribution of three different classes of sources
depending on halo mass, stellar metallicity, or stellar age to the
reionization of the Universe by volume, mass, and environment.
While in Katz et al. (2018) we studied how these different classes
of sources contributed to the UV background, here, we concentrate
on how photons emitted by different classes of sources interact with
the gas and drive reionization.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
review the setup of our cosmological multifrequency radiation hy-
drodynamics simulations that were presented in Katz et al. (2018).
In Section 3, we demonstrate how the growth of HII bubbles and
their temperature structure is inherently linked with the bursty star
formation rate of the galaxy and the types of sources embedded
in the interstellar medium (ISM) and show how haloes of different
mass, and stars with different ages and metallicities contribute to
reionization by mass, volume, and environment. In Section 4, we
discuss caveats associated with this generation of simulations. Fi-
nally, in Section 5, we present our discussion and conclusions and
highlight how the photon tracer and absorption algorithm can be
exploited in future work.
2 SIMULATIONS
Our analysis here is based on the simulations presented in Katz
et al. (2018). Briefly, initial conditions have been generated in a
Bin Emin Emax Function
[eV] [eV]
1 13.60 24.59 H Photoionisation
2 24.59 54.42 He & H Photoionisation
3 54.42 ∞ He, He+, & H Photoionisation
Table 1. Photon energy bins used in the simulation.
Halo Mass Colour Line Style Range
in Plots
T1 Red Dashed M < 109Mh−1
T2 Green Dot-Dashed 109Mh−1 < M < 1010Mh−1
T3 Blue Dotted M > 1010Mh−1
Stellar
Metallicity
T1 Red Dashed Z < 10−3Z
T2 Green Dot-Dashed 10−3Z < Z < 10−1.5Z
T3 Blue Dotted Z > 10−1.5Z
Stellar Age
T1 Red Dashed t < 3 Myr
T2 Green Dot-Dashed 3 Myr < t < 10 Myr
T3 Blue Dotted t > 10 Myr
Table 2. Photon tracer bins used in the three fiducial simulations. The most
massive halo has mass M= 1.2 × 1011M and the most metal enriched star
has metallicity Z = 10−1.2Z .
10cMpch−1 box at z = 150 with a uniform grid of 2563 dark
matter particles (mdm = 6.51×106M) usingMUSIC (Hahn&Abel
2011). Our cosmological parameters have been adopted fromPlanck
Collaboration et al. (2016) such that h = 0.6731, Ωm = 0.315,
ΩΛ = 0.685, Ωb = 0.049, σ8 = 0.829, and ns = 0.9655. All of the
gas in the box is initially neutral and is composed of 76% hydrogen
and 24% helium by mass.
The simulations were run with the publicly available multifre-
quency radiation hydrodynamics code RAMSES-RT (Rosdahl et al.
2013) which is an extension of the adaptivemesh refinement (AMR)
code RAMSES (Teyssier 2002). In our current work, we use three
frequency bins, all in the UV, listed in Table 1, that are coupled to
a six species non-equilibrium chemistry model that follows H, H+,
e−, He, He+, and He++. The gas is allowed to cool via collisional
ionisations, recombinations, collisional excitation, Bremsstrahlung,
Compton cooling (and heating), and dielectronic recombination for
H andHe and their ions.Metal line cooling is modelled atT > 104K
using interpolated tables from CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013) and at
T < 104K using analytic fits to the cooling function adopted from
Rosen & Bregman (1995) based on Dalgarno & McCray (1972).
Star formation occurs in cells with nH > 1cm−1 following a
Schmidt law (Schmidt 1959) with an efficiency of 1% per free-fall
time. 10Myr after formation, star particles explode as Type II super-
novae, and mass, metals, and thermal energy are injected into the
gas as described in Katz et al. (2017). In order to combat numerical
overcooling (e.g. Katz 1992), we use the delayed cooling supernova
feedback model of Teyssier et al. (2013), where the cooling is shut
off in cells affected by a supernova for 20Myr. Star particles also
inject ionising photons into the gas over time as a function of their
mass, metallicity, and age using the BPASSv2 SED (Eldridge &
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Figure 1. Top. Star formation rate averaged over 1Myr intervals as a function of redshift for the most massive halo in the simulation in the redshift range
15 < z < 18.5. The dashed vertical lines show the redshifts plotted in the bottom figure. Bottom. The evolution of the first HII bubble when tracing by stellar
age around the most massive galaxy in the simulation. The intensity represents the mass-weighted HII fraction for each tracer along a depth of 1cMpch−1.
Red, green, and blue represent young (T1), middle aged (T2), and old (T3) stars, respectively. As redshift decreases, subsequent generations of stars are formed
and ionising photons are injected into the IGM increasing the size of the HII bubble. As the stellar populations age, multiple concentric shells are formed,
providing a record of which generation of stars ionised the gas. When the denser regions of the bubble begin to recombine, the colours begin to mix as the gas
is partially ionised by different generations of stars.
Stanway 2009; Stanway et al. 2016). We have adopted the SED
model with a maximum stellar mass of 300M and an IMF slope
of −2.35 between stellar masses of 0.5 < M/M < 300 and a
slope of −1.35 between stellar masses of 0.1 < M/M < 0.5. In
order to reproduce a realistic reionization history, we have scaled
the normalisation of the SED by a factor of 1.193, thus increasing
the total luminosity of the SED by a small amount.
Refinement occurs on-the-fly when a cell contains eight times
its mass in either dark matter or baryons as initialised on the coarse
grid. The simulation refines up to level 14 and attempts to maintain
a constant physical resolution of 125pc. In order to properly model
the propagation of ionisation fronts in both low and high density
regions of the simulation, we exploit the variable speed of light
approximation presented in Katz et al. (2017) and use an AMR
level dependent speed of light. We set the speed of light to be 0.1c
on the base grid of the simulation and divide this by a factor of
2 on each subsequent level of refinement. A convergence study on
our choice of speed of light is shown in the appendix of Katz et al.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2017)
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Figure 2. Snapshot of density, temperature divided by the mean molecular weight (µ), HII fraction (xHII), and HII fraction coloured by the stellar metallicity
tracers at z = 15.67 in a 1cMpch−1 cube around the most massive galaxy in the simulation. Quantities represent the mass-weighted mean along the axis of
projection. The HII bubble is centred around the densest region and exhibits a double lobed structure around the filaments that are feeding the galaxy. The
bubble does not have a uniform ionisation fraction as can be seen in the third panel and is exhibited in the temperature structure of the system. In the fourth
panel, a shell structure has emerged whereby the inner regions have been ionised by the lowest metallicity stars (T1) while the thin green outer shell has been
ionised by intermediate metallicity stars (T2). The differences in the temperature structure can be related to the sources that ionised the gas as the hotter regions
were correspondingly ionised by the intermediate metallicity stars.
(2018) where we find that using 0.1c on the coarse grid is adequate
for the properties that we are interested in studying here.
Most importantly, these simulations have been calibrated to re-
produce a realistic reionization history constrained by high-redshift
observations (e.g. Fan et al. 2006). The simulations are also in good
agreement with measurements of the HI photoionisation rate as a
function of redshift (Bolton & Haehnelt 2007; Wyithe & Bolton
2011; Calverley et al. 2011; Becker & Bolton 2013). Furthermore,
the stellar feedback dissipation timescale was set so that the simu-
lated systems fall on the stellar mass to halo mass relation predicted
and extrapolated from abundance matching (Behroozi et al. 2013).
However, one must keep in mind that our choice of stellar feedback
and subgrid escape fraction are not a unique combination to repro-
duce the stellar mass to halo mass relation as well as the reionization
history. Different choices of subgrid models that require different
parameters to match these observations may result in a change in the
fractional contributions of each class of sources to the reionization
history and the photoionization rate. Due to the finite box size, we
are not able to account for the contribution of haloes more massive
than ∼ 1011M to reionization or the full range of densities and en-
vironments (e.g. deep voids) that would be present in larger boxes.
Likewise, our mass resolution limits our ability to probe the small-
est dwarf galaxies with Mvir . 108.5M (this contribution was
estimated in Figure 4 of Katz et al. 2018). Finally, the spatial reso-
lution of our simulation is insufficient to resolve the ISM of galaxies
and the escape of LyC photons from a multiphase ISM. With these
limitations in mind, we can nevertheless use these demonstrative
simulations to better understand reionization, but caution that some
conclusions may change when all of the relevant physical scales are
resolved.
We employ the same simulations using the photon tracer and
absorption algorithm presented in Section 2 of Katz et al. (2018).
Briefly, the photon tracer and absorption algorithm is able to sepa-
rate the instantaneous contribution of any source population to the
photoionization rate and the volume weighted ionization fraction,
both spatially and temporally, by “tagging" photons based on their
source. The algorithm works by separating the number density of
photons in each cell into fractional contributions from Nsource tracer
groups where Nsource represents the number of different source
classes (e.g. Pop. II stars vs. Pop. III stars, vs. black holes). These
fractional contributions are then updatedwhen photons are advected
between cells or when star particles inject photons into their host
cells. Finally, when photons are absorbed in the non-equilibrium
chemistry module, we calculate the fraction of HI in each cell that
was ionized by photons from each of the different source popula-
tions. These fractions are also stored and advected with the gas. In
total, we have run three simulations: in the first run, we trace the
photons based on the mass of the halo from which they are emitted.
In the second run, we trace the photons based on stellar metallicity
and in the third run, we apply our photon tracers to stellar age.
Table 2 lists the properties of each of our different tracer groups as
well as the colour each tracer group is represented by in all of the
figures.
3 RESULTS
3.1 How galaxies ionize their surroundings
We begin our analysis by demonstrating how photons are escaping
from the galaxies in our simulations. By combining the age tracers
with the redshift evolution of the simulation, we can improve our
understanding on how the growth and evolution of the HII bubbles
relates to the star formation inside the galaxy and how this radiation
leaks into the IGM. In Figure 1, we show a time series of the 56Myr
period from z = 18.26 to z = 15.35 that follows the formation of the
first ionised bubble in the simulation along with the star formation
rate of the halo.
At z = 18.26, the first generation of stars have just formed
and have ages < 3 Myr. A small, red HII bubble (indicating age
< 3 Myr) has formed around the galaxy. In the 4 Myr period between
18.0 < z < 18.26, the star formation rate has decreased and the first
generation of stars has moved from the young star bin to the middle
aged star bin. Thus, the gas that these stars now ionise appears
green. The next snapshot at z = 18.0, shows that a green HII region
has formed outside of the galaxy, enveloping the previously ionised
gas that still appears red. The region is double lobed as two dense
filaments are feeding the system approximately from the northeast
and southwest, consistent with the “butterfly" shapes of HII bubbles
seen in other work (e.g. Abel et al. 1999; Ciardi et al. 2001). By
volume, the ionisation of this HII bubble is dominated by the middle
aged stars. This is a result of combining two physical effects. First,
even though the young andmiddle aged stars emit similar cumulative
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2017)
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Figure 3. Snapshot of density, temperature, HII fraction, and HII fraction coloured by halo mass tracers at z = 11.65 in a 1cMpch−1 cube around the most
massive galaxy in the simulation. Quantities represent the mass-weighted mean along the projected axis. Different regions surrounding the massive system are
ionised by different mass galaxies. In particular, the filaments are ionised by systems that form within the filaments.
amounts of ionising photons (see Figure 9 of Katz et al. 2018 where
for the lowest metallicity stars, 55%, 35%, and 9% of the total
number of photons are emitted by young, intermediate, and old age
stars, respectively), clearly, more of the photons from the middle
aged stars escape into the CGM. Second, the regions further away
from the system are less dense. Thus the number of ionising photons
needed to ionise the gas per unit volume decreases and therefore,
the ionising photons emitted by stars can penetrate deeper into the
IGM. A shell structure has begun to form whereby a very small red
HII bubble is embedded in a green HII bubble.
In the 7 Myr period between 17.59 < z < 18.0, a large star
formation event has occurred, as can be seen in star formation
rate versus redshift plot at the top of Figure 1. The luminosity of
the system is dominated once again by the young stars. However,
ionised channels that lead to the IGM exist as a result of the first
generation of stars and therefore, ionising photons from this new
generation of young stars can penetrate out of the galaxy and into
the IGM. A thick red shell has now enveloped the green shell in the
third panel of Figure 1. Once this new generation of stars has aged,
the newly ionised gas will once again appear green. The fourth
snapshot in Figure 1 shows that, at z = 17.43 (2 Myr after the
previous snapshot), a green shell has appeared outside of the newly
created red shell. There are now at least three distinct regions inside
of this HII bubble (green, red, green) where the young and middle
aged stars forming in the first and second generation bursts have
impacted the gas.
In the 16 Myr period between the fourth and fifth snapshots
(16.58 < z < 17.43) very little star formation occurs. At z = 16.58,
a thin blue shell has formed at the edge of the HII bubble indicating
that the ionising photons emitted by the stars older than 10 Myr are
beginning to impact the IGM. These photons only become visible
when low enough densities are reached such that relatively few
ionising photons (< 10% of the total) emitted by these stars can
ionise a significant volume of the IGM. This requires that the HII
bubble probes sufficiently far from the central systemwhere only∼ 1
photon per baryon is required to keep the IGM ionised. Internally to
the HII bubble, the recombination rates are high enough such that
they require more than one ionising photon per baryon to maintain
ionisation down to z = 6. This means that the sources that ionise
the gas close to the galaxy will begin to mix as the gas recombines
and is reionized by different sources. The cyan regions indicate gas
that has been ionised by photons that have been emitted from both
middle aged and old stars.
By z = 15.35, 27 Myr after the previous snapshot, the HII
bubble has now expanded to more than 1cMpc in diameter. Much
more star formation has occurred and much of the gas has recom-
bined and been reionized so that the shell structure is starting to
disappear. This process will continue as more stellar populations
form and ionize the recombining gas.
This behaviour is not unique to stellar age and we find that this
same shell structure1 also appears when tracing stellar metallicity.
In Figure 2, we plot a snapshot of the same halo at z = 15.67 that
shows density, temperature, HII fraction, and HII fraction coloured
by the different stellar metallicity tracers2. The most massive galaxy
is centred in the image. From the temperature map, it is evident that
multiple supernovae have exploded in the central regions of themost
massive galaxy, heating the gas to temperatures above 105K. The
structure of the HII bubble is very prominent in the temperature map
and gas at T > 104K can be seen outlining the HII bubble. From the
third panel in Figure 2, it is evident that not all gas within the HII
bubble is ionised to the same level and much more of the mass in the
top lobe is ionised compared to the bottom lobe. Most interesting is
the structure in the tracer map where there is a thin green region of
gas ionised by intermediate metallicity stars surrounding a double-
lobed red HII bubble that was ionised by the lowest metallicity
stars. Once the first generations of stars age and eject metals into
the surrounding gas, a more metal rich generation of stars can form
and emit ionising photons. Thus the delayed onset of this second
generation of more metal rich stars leads to a similar shell structure
that we have seen when tracing stellar age. However, this occurs
much later when tracing metallicity as it takes longer for the metal
rich generation of stars to form than it does for the stars to age.
Since the timing of ionisation affects the gas temperature (it
cools due to expansion), the green shell of gas that was ionised by
intermediate metallicity stars has a temperature that is ∼ 2 − 3×
higher than in the other parts of the HII bubble that were ionised
by the lowest metallicity stars. Here, the difference in temperature
is entirely due to differences in the ionisation fraction and timing
of ionisation. More generally, different sources (e.g., stars versus
AGN) will have different SEDs that can provide different amounts
of photoheating. The photon tracer algorithm is ideal for isolating
this kind of effect.
1 Note that the exact width of the shells is sensitive to how we discretise the
different source populations into tracer bins. For stellar age, we expect the
HII bubbles to exhibit smooth gradients of gas ionised by different age stars
within a given shell. The discontinuities will occur when a new generation
of stars form and thus our bins approximate this behaviour.
2 Note that the system has been rotated in this figure compared to Figure 1
to better highlight the shell structure.
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Figure 4. Stellar metallicity tracer map, stellar age tracer map, temperature map, and HII fraction map at z = 6.50 in a 1cMpch−1 box around the most massive
galaxy in the simulation are shown in the first, second, third, and fourth panels, respectively. Quantities represent the mass-weighted mean along the axis. The
low density IGM is ionised by different sources compared to the filaments. Furthermore, although the two filaments feeding the galaxy from the left have been
ionised by the same metallicity stars, they have been ionised by different aged stars. There is clear evidence for collisional ionisation in the dark plume beneath
the galaxy in the first and second panels. This gas appears dark in the tracer map but is clearly ionised in the fourth panel indicating that collisional ionisation
is dominant in this region.
In Figure 3, we plot simulation results at z = 11.65 and show
density, temperature, HII fraction, and HII fraction coloured by
the different halo mass tracers around the most massive galaxy.
Most of the right panel appears blue, indicating that the majority
of this region has been ionised by UV photons that were emitted
by a halo with M > 1010Mh−1. This galaxy is being fed by a
dense, mostly neutral filament (see the first and third panels) and
is surrounded by supernova-heated gas (second panel). There are
two green lobes on either side of the main filaments in the fourth
panel that are feeding the central system, demonstrating that these
regions were ionised at a previous point in time when the galaxy
was less massive. This galaxy is not isolated. Most of the filaments
in the image have remained neutral; however, galaxies that have
formed along the filaments that are forming stars can ionise some of
the high density gas. Multiple red and green regions appear along
the filaments, illuminating the locations of satellite galaxies. These
systems all live in the HII bubble of the most massive galaxy.
The first and second panels of Figure 4 show a snapshot at
z = 6.50 where the ionised regions have been coloured based on the
metallicity of the stars or the age of the stars that provided the ionis-
ing photons, respectively. These images show that the filaments are
ionised by different sources compared to the surrounding IGM. In
the first panel, the two prominent filaments feeding the galaxy from
the left appear blue, indicating ionisation by high metallicity stars.
In the second panel, the top filament is slightly blue while the bot-
tom filament is more green, showing that different aged stars have
ionised each filament. Although similar metallicity stars ionised
these filaments, the filaments were ionised by different aged stellar
populations in the galaxy. Tracing ionisation based on stellar metal-
licity is a better indicator of the timing of ionisation compared to
stellar age since the metallicity of the stellar populations in galaxies
tends to increase with time. Since these filaments appear blue, they
were clearly ionised more recently compared to the surrounding
IGM.
Finally, we note that there is a dark plume of gas below the
galaxy in the first and second panels of Figure 4. This gas appears
hot in the temperature map (third panel) and ionised in the HII
map (fourth panel). This gas has been ejected from the system
via supernova and represents regions where collisional ionisation
is the dominant mode of ionisation. This shows that collisional
ionisation is important in and around galaxies and being able to
differentiate between the gas that has been collisionally ionised
versus photoionised is important for interpreting observations of
Lyα emission (e.g. Dijkstra 2017).
3.2 The contribution of different classes of sources
3.2.1 Reionization by volume
Using the photon tracers, we can average over the entire simulation
volume or individual environments in the simulation at all redshifts
to better understand which sources are driving reionization. We
begin this analysis by measuring the contribution of each source
population to the volume-weighted ionised fraction of gas (xHII) as
a function of redshift. In the top row of Figure 5, we plot the redshift
evolution of this quantity for each of the three simulations that trace
halo mass, stellar metallicity, and stellar age.
Beginning with halo mass, in the top left panel of Figure 5,
we show the total volume-weighted ionisation fraction as a func-
tion of redshift (black line, xHII) and the fraction of gas ionised
by different halo masses as a function of redshift (coloured lines,
xHII,T). By z = 6, at the end of reionization, the contribution from
the lowest mass, intermediate mass, and highest mass systems to
the volume-weighted ionisation fraction is ∼ 20%, 50%, and 30%,
respectively. Thus, in this simulation, the intermediatemass systems
with 109Mh−1 < M < 1010Mh−1 ionize most of the gas. Al-
though each halo mass bin contributes significantly to reionization,
the time period over which each halo mass bin ionises their respec-
tive volumes is different. For example, of the volume of gas that is
ionised by low mass haloes by z = 6, 50% was ionised at z > 8.07.
This quantity decreases with increasing halo mass and is z > 7.62
for intermediate mass haloes and z > 7.15 for high mass haloes.
Thus the low mass haloes ionize much of the volume first, followed
by the intermediate mass haloes, with a smaller contribution from
the high mass haloes towards the end of reionization, as expected
from the growth in the star formation rates as a function of time for
different mass haloes (Behroozi et al. 2018; Moster et al. 2018).
In the bottom left panel of Figure 5, we show the fractional
contribution of each halo mass tracer bin to the total ionisation
fraction as a function of redshift (i.e., xHII,T/xHII,total). At z = 10,
when the simulation is . 10% ionised, the contributions from the
intermediate and lowest mass systems dominate while the highest
mass system only contributes ∼ 20% to the total ionisation frac-
tion. At this redshift, there is only one system in the simulation that
belongs to the highest mass halo bin and while it is efficient at ionis-
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Figure 5. Top. Evolution of the volume filling fraction of HII (xHII for total or xHII,T for a tracer group) as a function of redshift for the halo mass tracers (left),
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Fractional contribution to the total volume filling fraction of ionised gas for each of the different tracers are shown as the darker lines. The lighter lines represent
the fractional contribution of each of the different source populations to the volume-weighted mean photoionisation rate of HI in ionised regions (defined as
cells with xHII > 0.5). Especially when tracing by halo mass, it is not necessarily the case that the sources that dominate the meta-galactic UV background at
z = 6 are responsible for ionising the majority of the gas in the Universe.
ing its surroundings, the contribution to the total volume-weighted
ionisation fraction remains low. The lowest and intermediate mass
systems maintain a roughly equal contribution to the total ionisa-
tion fraction until z ∼ 8.5. The contribution from the highest mass
systems overtakes the contribution from the lowest mass systems at
z ∼ 7.2.
At z < 10, the contribution to the volume-weighted ionisation
fraction from each tracer group, xHII,T, increases continuously. By
this point in the simulation, the ionisation fronts are beginning
to expand into the lower density IGM. In these gas phases, the
recombination time is long and thus few photons per baryon are
required to maintain ionisation down to z = 6. Since the IGM
dominates the Universe by volume, xHII,T is unlikely to decrease
by any significant amount once the ionisation fronts have fully
expanded into the IGM.
Although the intermediate mass systems are responsible for
reionizing most of the volume by z = 6, this does not necessarily
mean that they dominate the volume-weighted photoionisation rate
of neutral hydrogen, ΓHI. The contribution of each different tracer
group to ΓHI was studied in detail in Katz et al. (2018) and in the
bottom row of Figure 5, we compare the fractional contribution
of each tracer group to ΓHI with the fractional contribution to the
volume-weighted ionisation fraction. Most notably, while the ion-
isation fraction at z = 6 is dominated by the intermediate mass
haloes, ΓHI is dominated by the most massive systems. In other
words, the systems that are responsible for ionising the gas during
reionization are not necessarily the same systems that dominate the
UV background at a given redshift, especially in the post reioniza-
tion epoch. Once a region is ionised, photons from other sources
can fill into that region and contribute to the photoionisation rate.
This is particularly important after reionization as ΓHI will con-
tinue to increase until z ∼ 4 (Bolton & Haehnelt 2007; Wyithe &
Bolton 2011; Calverley et al. 2011; Becker & Bolton 2013) after the
ionisation fraction has been saturated.
The redshift evolution of the contribution of the different mass
galaxies to the volume-weighted ionisation fraction is smoother than
the evolution of each tracer group’s contribution to ΓHI. ΓHI is much
more sensitive to the instantaneous star formation rate of each tracer
group. At high redshift, when a small fraction of the volume of the
simulation is ionised, ΓHI relies on a small patch of the universe
where the star formation history is bursty, hence the wiggles in ΓHI
as a function of redshift. However, we do not see this behaviour
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in the volume-weighted ionised fraction because regardless of the
number of ionising photons in a cell, the ionisation fraction will
saturate at 1. It then takes time for these photons to penetrate out
into the IGM and ionize the gas. Thus, at z < 10, we do not see
strong changes in xHII.
When tracing stellar metallicity, in the top centre panel of
Figure 5, by z = 6 the intermediate metallicity stars are most domi-
nant in their contribution to the volume-weighted ionisation fraction
(∼ 70% of the gas by volume). Stars with the lowest metallicity con-
tribute just over 10% to xHII, which is approximately the same as the
highest metallicity stars. We see a similar effect in the lower middle
panel of Figure 5 as when tracing halo mass: the contribution of the
different sources to the volume-weighted photoionisation rate may
be different to the contribution to xHII. In this case, the fractional
contribution of the intermediate metallicity stars to ΓHI is similar
to their contribution to xHII; however, the highest metallicity stars
contribute more to ΓHI compared to xHII, while the opposite is true
for the lowest metallicity stars. The fractional contribution of the
lowest metallicity stars to xHII decreases as a function of redshift
as the systems become more metal enriched (see also Paardekooper
et al. e.g. 2013; Xu et al. e.g. 2016b; Kimm et al. e.g. 2017 who sim-
ilarly find a decreasing contribution of Pop. III stars with decreasing
redshift). As these stars age, they emit fewer ionising photons and
thus, when absorbed, the contribution to ΓHI will decrease. Hence,
it is not particularly surprising that there is a mismatch between the
contribution to ΓHI and xHII.
A different behaviour is seen when tracing stellar age. From
the top right panel of Figure 5, it is evident that the middle aged
stars are responsible for reionizing most of the simulation by z = 6.
Since younger stars are preferentially found in very dense regions
with high recombination rates, little of their radiation escapes since
this radiation is emitted before SN explode (Kimm et al. 2017;
Trebitsch et al. 2017; Rosdahl et al. 2018). Surprisingly, by z = 6
the oldest stars have ionised more of the box by volume compared
to the youngest stars despite emitting far fewer ionising photons
(by more than a factor of 6). This is a direct result of the different
escape fractions of LyC photons for each of the different stellar ages
(Rosdahl et al. 2018). In Katz et al. (2018), we found an average
escape fraction of∼ 45% for the old stars, while this quantity is only
∼ 5% for the young stars. Compared to the fractional contribution to
the volume-weighted photoionisation rate, we see from the bottom
right panel of Figure 5 that when tracing stellar age, the fractional
contribution to the volume-weighted ionised fraction is nearly the
same. Thus in this case, the sources which ionised the gas contribute
equally to the UV background.
3.2.2 Reionization by mass
Comparing the mass-weighted ionisation fraction (xHII,mass) to the
volume-weighted ionisation fraction (xHII,vol) as a function of red-
shift can provide insight into how different regions of the Universe
are being ionised. In the top row of Figure 6, we plot the ratio of
these two quantities as a function of redshift for the entire simulation
as well as for each of the different tracers. Our simulations are con-
sistent with a reionization topology where the filaments ionize last
as they remain self-shielded while the surrounding IGM is ionised
(Gnedin 2000a; Finlator et al. 2009; Choudhury et al. 2009).
Using the photon absorption tracers, we can now measure this
fraction individually for each source population. In the top left panel
of Figure 6, we show how xHII,mass/xHII,vol varies for gas ionised
by different mass haloes. The green line follows the black line in-
dicating that the intermediate mass systems follow the globally av-
eraged quantity. These systems form early on and dominate xHII,vol
at z . 9. Because these systems form early, much of the CGM is
still neutral and thus this class of sources must be responsible for
ionising different gas densities. By the time these systems grow in
mass and move from the intermediate mass bin to the high mass bin,
much of the surrounding CGM has been ionised and thus, photons
from sources in the highest mass bin, T3, are expected to reach
lower density regions sooner. The blue line in the top left panel of
Figure 6 represents xHII,mass/xHII,vol for the highest mass systems
and this ratio drops below one at much higher redshift compared
to the globally averaged quantity, which demonstrates this effect.
In contrast, xHII,mass/xHII,vol never drops below one for the lowest
mass systems. This shows that the HII regions from these systems
rarely extend far away from their host galaxies and intomean density
regions.
Performing a similar experiment with the stellar metallicity
tracers, we see similar behaviour. The intermediate metallicity stars
that form early and ionize most of the volume of the simulation
track the globally averaged quantity reasonably well. Similarly, the
highest metallicity systems that form very late and in large, pre-
existing HII bubbles have xHII,mass/xHII,vol that drops below one
much earlier than the global quantity. At z ∼ 8.2, the blue line
in the top centre panel of Figure 6 increases rapidly towards very
high values as the redshift increases. These stars form in very dense
regions with high recombination rates and thus they must ionize
their birth cloud before the photons can escape the galaxy. Hence
a very high ratio of xHII,mass/xHII,vol. However, this period is short
lived because once the birth cloud has been ionised, the photons
penetrate far away from the galaxy since they exist in a large HII
bubble. Similar to tracing halo mass, the lowest metallicity stars
also have xHII,mass/xHII,vol > 1 for all redshifts.
Tracing by stellar age illuminates a different effect. In the top
right panel of Figure 6,we showhow xHII,mass/xHII,vol is split for the
different age tracers. The red line, which represents the young stars,
always has a ratio greater than one as well as the globally averaged
quantity (the black line). This is expected because young stars form
in dense neutral regions which require multiple photons per baryon
to maintain the ionisation state and thus this population of stars has
a lower escape fraction compared to the older generations. Clearly,
not all of the photons from the young stars are absorbed locally
because the ratio does decrease with redshift indicating that the
young stars are ionising some low density regions. In contrast, the
middle and old age stars have ratios that remain below the globally
averaged quantity because the young stars have done most of the
work in ionising the high density regions.
In the bottom rowof Figure 6,we compare the fractional contri-
bution of each of the different tracers to xHII,mass with the fractional
contribution to xHII,vol. When the fractional contributions are the
same, we expect that the source will follow the globally averaged
quantity in the top row of plots. When the contribution to xHII,mass
is larger than the contribution to xHII,vol, we expect the system to fall
above the globally averaged quantity in the top row. Finally, if the
contribution to xHII,mass is smaller than the contribution to xHII,vol,
we expect that the corresponding line in the top row will fall be-
low the globally averaged ratio of xHII,mass/xHII,vol. In the bottom
left panel of Figure 6, the fractional contribution of the high mass
systems to xHII,vol is always larger than to xHII,mass. By z = 6, the
high mass haloes have fractionally contributed 2% more to ionising
the volume than the mass. While this fractional difference seems
small, only 96% of the total mass in the box is ionised and thus these
high mass haloes actually ionize 10% more volume than mass. The
opposite is true for the low mass haloes. By z = 6, the low mass
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2017)
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Figure 6. Top. Evolution of the ratio of the mass-weighted ionisation fraction to the volume-weighted ionisation fraction as a function of redshift for the halo
mass tracers (left), stellar metallicity tracers (centre), and stellar age tracers (right). The black line shows the total ratio while the red, green, and blue lines
show this ratio split for the different tracer groups T1, T2, and T3, respectively. At high redshift, this ratio is high as only the dense regions around galaxies are
ionised. As the HII bubbles penetrate into the voids, this ratio decreases and drops below 1 as the filaments and galaxies are the last regions to be ionised. The
ratio is different depending on the source. Bottom. Comparison between the fractional contribution to the volume-weighted ionisation fraction (darker) and
mass-weighted ionisation fraction (lighter) as a function of redshift. Generally these two quantities retain a similar value; however, there are small deviations
that show that different types of sources are more responsible for ionising the mass in the universe compared to the volume of the Universe and vice versa.
haloes have fractionally contributed 2% more to ionising the mass
rather than the volume which leads to an 8% difference in the total
mass ionised compared to the total volume.
3.2.3 Reionization as a function of over-density
Rather than studying the general contribution of each class of
sources to either the mass- or volume-weighted ionisation fraction,
at individual redshifts, we can quantify the contribution of each
source to the ionisation fraction at a specific gas density. In Fig-
ure 7, we plot the ionisation fraction as a function of ρ/ρ¯b at z = 6
(top row), z = 7 (middle row), and z = 8 (bottom row), where ρ¯ is
the mean baryon density at that redshift. By z = 6, over-densities
. 100 are nearly completely ionised while at over-densities higher
than this value, the ionisation fraction drops off steeply. This is the
regime where self-shielding occurs and a significant portion of the
gas remains neutral. Moving to z = 7 and z = 8, it is no longer
the case that all over-densities . 100 are completely ionised. At
ρ/ρ¯b . 0.1, we observe an ionisation fraction of ∼ 100%. This
is the gas that has been affected by supernova feedback and thus it
remains close to the galaxy where the UV flux is still very strong.
However, there is a very quick drop off in the ionisation fraction at
slightly higher over-densities which is the transition to the IGM. At
these redshifts, the ionisation fronts have not completely penetrated
the lowest density voids and hence the ionisation fraction remains
low. The ionisation fraction continues to increase moving towards
higher over-densities as we begin to probe the CGM around galax-
ies. The ionisation fraction peaks at ρ/ρ¯b ∼ 10 at both z = 7 and
z = 8 before decreasing again due to self-shielding.
We can now split the ionisation fraction into the contribution
from each different type of source. Beginning with halo mass (left
column of Figure 7), the intermediate mass haloes are responsible
for ionising most of the gas at mean density across all three red-
shifts. More generally, the intermediate mass systems dominate the
ionisation fraction of all over-densities > 0.1 at z 6 8. At the lowest
over-densities with ρ/ρ¯b < 0.1, the lowest mass systems have the
most important contribution at all redshifts while the contribution of
this tracer group to the highest densities (ρ/ρ¯b > 103) is effectively
negligible.Most of the very dense gas exists in themoremassive ob-
jects and the recombination rate is so high that the weaker radiation
fields in the smaller systems are not able to effectively ionize this
gas. In contrast, supernova feedback is more effective in the lower
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Figure 7. Volume-weighted ionisation fraction as a function of over-density at z = 6 (top row), z = 7 (middle row), and z = 8 (bottom row). The results for
the halo mass, stellar metallicity, and stellar age tracers are shown in the left, centre, and right columns, respectively. The gas that has been ionised by sources
in T1, T2, and T3, are shown in red, green, and blue. Gas that is collisionally ionised is shown in cyan. Collisional ionisation becomes important in supernova
heated gas at ρ/ρ¯b < 10−1 as well as at the highest over densities, ρ/ρ¯b > 103, inside of galaxies. At z = 6, the box is completely ionised and the turnover at
ρ/ρ¯b & 30 corresponds to self-shielded gas. At higher redshifts much of the IGM is still neutral, hence there is an additional turnover at ρ/ρ¯b . 5− 10. In all
cases, most of the gas at intermediate over densities has been ionised by sources in T2. Note that the density labels on the top axis only apply to the z = 6 plots.
mass systems (Dekel & Silk 1986) and thus most of the volume of
the lowest density gas exists around the lowest mass haloes. The
highest mass systems only have an impact at z < 8 after a signifi-
cant number of these systems have formed which explains why the
contribution of the highest mass systems at all over-densities grows
with decreasing redshift.
Comparing the three profiles at z = 6, the shapes of the contri-
bution to the ionisation fraction as a function of over-density differ
for low, intermediate, and high mass haloes. The shape of the green
line, which represents intermediate mass systems, mimics that of
the global line indicating that these systems are responsible for pho-
toionizing all different types of gas phases. Since the lowest mass
systems only ionise surrounding gas, their profile in Figure 7 only
matches the global profile at z = 7 and z = 8. At z = 6, the high
mass haloes, represented by the blue line, have an inverted profile
compared to the lowest mass haloes. There is a peak at moderately
high densities (ρ/ρ¯b ∼ 102), which is the regime where recom-
binations become important and a continuous source of ionising
photons is required to maintain the ionisation state of the gas. The
contribution decreases moving towards mean densities, while hav-
ing a peak in slightly under-dense regions. At 0.1 . ρ/ρ¯b . 0.2, the
contribution from the highest mass haloes is dominant over both the
intermediate and low mass systems indicating that the highest mass
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2017)
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systems complete the ionisation of the voids by z = 6, consistent
with the results in Figure 6.
We should emphasise that while very close to 100% of the
volume andmass in the box is ionised by photoionisation, collisional
ionisation can play a significant role in certain regions of parameter
space. When the ionisation fractions from the tracer groups do not
sum to the total ionisation fraction in the cell, the remaining fraction
is due to collisional ionisation (see Katz et al. 2018). In Figure 7,
we plot the fraction of gas that has been collisionally ionised as
a function of over-density in cyan. At ρ/ρ¯b < 0.1, which is the
regime where supernova have heated the gas, collisional ionisation
is clearly non-negligible and is responsible for ∼ 20% − 50% of
the total ionisation fraction at these densities. The equation for the
collisional ionisation rate due to collisions with electrons in units
of cm3s−1 is
CHI,e(T, ne) = 5.85 × 10
−11√T
1 +
√
T
105
e
−157809.1
T ne [cm3s−1], (1)
where T is the temperature in K and ne is the electron number
density in cm−3. Collisional ionisation becomes most important
in gas with high temperatures and also at high electron number
densities and this is evident in Figure 7.
This can be seen more clearly in Figure 8, where we plot
the temperature-density phase-space diagram for ionised gas in the
simulation at z = 6. In the left three panels, we have coloured the
pixels based onwhich type of sourcewas responsible for ionising the
gas while in the right panel, the diagram is coloured depending on
whether the gas was collisionally or photoionized. In the right panel
of Figure 8, at the very highest densities and highest temperatures,
we see many blue pixels indicating that collisional ionisation is the
dominant mode of ionisation in these regions of phase-space. At the
very lowest densities, the colour appears purple which is gas that
was ionised by a mix of photoionization and collisional ionisation.
Much of this gas was likely affected by a supernova and has gone
on to expand and cool. The exact temperature-density phase-space
where collisional ionization is likely to be important is given by
Equation 1; however, the novelty of our photon tracer algorithm is
that we can directly measure the exact fractional contribution of
collisional ionization versus photoionization for each gas cell in the
simulation.
The behaviour of the stellar metallicity tracers is very simi-
lar to the halo mass tracers as a function of gas over-density, with
the exception that the intermediate metallicity stars are more dom-
inant compared to the intermediate mass galaxies. However, when
analysing the stellar age tracers, we observe different behaviour.
At z = 6, in the top right panel of Figure 7, the contribution
decreases and remains constant with over-density for the middle
aged and old stars, respectively. In contrast, the ionisation fraction
due to the youngest stars increases with over-density. In the third
panel of Figure 8, we plot the temperature-density phase-space di-
agram for the ionised gas at z = 6 coloured by which age stars
ionised the region. There is a prominent red streak extending from
−1.5 . log10(ρ/cm−3) . 1.5 at a temperature of ∼ 104K indicat-
ing that the youngest stars are responsible for ionising much of the
gas that is falling into the galaxy and creating stars, consistent with
Figure 7. Gas at this temperature that is present at lower densities
appears blue-green in this image, demonstrating that the middle
aged stars are responsible for ionising much of the CGM.
In the left three panels of Figure 8, we find that there are clear
striations in the temperature density relation at ρ ∼ 10−4.5cm−3.
This scatter is a result of gas at this density being ionised at different
times (see e.g., Furlanetto & Oh 2009). The coloured striations are
then a result of bursts of star formation that release large quantities
of ionising photons in different tracer groups and reionize the IGM
at different times.
4 CAVEATS
The work presented here demonstrates the ability of our recently
developed photon tracer algorithm to unravel the complex nature
of the escape of ionising photons during reionization. There are,
however, various caveats that should be kept in mind, many of
which are also listed in Katz et al. (2018). As we discussed earlier,
the limited box size and spatial resolution as well as finite mass
resolution of our simulations prohibit us from making conclusive
predictions for exactly which mass haloes, metallicity stars, and age
stars reionized the real Universe. In order to address these questions
with more confidence, the ionising sources in the multiphase ISM
must be simulated with sufficient resolution to obtain converged
results for the escape of LyC photons. This must be done for the
wide mass range of haloes hosting ionising sources that potentially
contribute significantly to reionization.
Additionally, our current simulations still employ rather sim-
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plistic sub-grid models for star formation and stellar feedback. Our
delayed cooling stellar feedback places gas in an unstable region
of temperature-density phase-space. Furthermore, stellar popula-
tions are expected to have a delay-time distribution for supernova
explosions whereas here we model them as occurring 10 Myr after
formation. Finally, stars in a cluster have a small spread in their for-
mation times which may impact our conclusions on the contribution
of different aged stars to reionization.
Our work here makes use of the M1 closure which prevents
photon beams of equal and opposite flux from mixing. This can
become particularly problematic in the optically thin regime, when
much of the simulation volume is ionised and might prevent oppo-
sitely traveling photon fronts from crossing one another (Rosdahl
et al. 2013). Most of our analysis in this work is not done in this
regime, hence we expect that the lack of mixing due to the M1
closure will have only a small impact on which sources are ionising
the simulated volume.
With these caveats in mind, we expect that many of our conclu-
sions will still hold. In particular, our findings that different classes
of sources ionise different densities is very likely robust. The rele-
vant processes that drive this effect, such as the clustering of differ-
ent mass galaxies, collapse times of haloes of different masses, and
star formation histories dependent on galaxy mass, are well cap-
tured by our simulations. Our algorithm is also well suited for the
higher dynamic range reionization simulations that will hopefully
overcome many of the limitations of our current simulations as the
added computational cost of the tracer algorithm is moderate.
5 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
We have used here the photon tracer algorithm first presented in
Katz et al. (2018) to measure the contribution of various classes
of ionising sources to the reionization of the Universe in simula-
tions with the cosmological multifrequency radiation hydrodynam-
ics code RAMSES-RT. Tracing the sources of ionising photons has
allowed us to measure the redshift evolution of the ionised fraction
(by mass and volume) due to photons emitted by stars with differ-
ent metallicities and ages and hosted by different mass haloes. Our
results can be summarised as follows:
(i) The early growth of HII bubbles proceeds in concentric shells
that reflect variations in the star formation history of the galaxies
acting as the sources of reionization. These variations lead to tem-
perature differences in the radial direction along the bubbles. As the
bubbles grow, recombinations becomemore important and the shell
like structure of the HII bubbles is erased after a few generations of
star formation.
(ii) By z = 6, both the mass and volume in our simulations
are predominantly reionized by stars located in intermediate mass
haloes with 109Mh−1 < M < 1010Mh−1, stars with interme-
diate metallicity, 10−3Z < Z < 10−1.5Z , and intermediate age
stars with 3 Myr < t < 10 Myr.
(iii) The sources that provide themajority of the photons that (re-
)ionize the IGMare not necessarily the same sources that provide the
majority of photons that make up themeta-galactic UV background.
This is the case if source categories are defined both by host halo
mass and by stellar metallicity and is the result of the different
formation times of the stars in the different source categories.
(iv) Different source categories also dominate the reionization
of different gas phases. For instance, the intermediate mass haloes
ionise the majority of the CGM while reionization in the lowest
density regions of the IGM is completed by photons emitted in
the highest mass host haloes. Collisional ionisation is significant
in both the lowest density supernova heated gas as well as the
highest density ionised gas. Filaments are the last gas phase to be
reionized since they typically reside far from galaxies and exhibit
high recombination rates. These regions quickly lose memory of
the the sources that first ionised them due to the recombinations.
The sources that maintain the ionisation state of the filaments are
thus rather different to those that reionize the IGM surrounding the
filaments.
Using our photon tracer and absorption algorithm, we have
highlighted the complex interplay of various processes that deter-
mine which sources dominate reionization by mass and volume
and contribute to the metagalactic UV background. The results pre-
sented here provide strong motivation for employing our algorithm
in both larger volumes to capture sources not yet probed by our cur-
rent simulations (e.g. higher mass galaxies and AGN) and smaller
volumes to perform a more detailed study on how radiation escapes
from a well resolved ISM.
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